ESJ’S SUBMISSION GUIDELINES (BOOKS)

Please use this section as a guideline for preparing your manuscript. This set of guidelines (updated June 2013) replaces all previously issued guidelines.

1. Ensure that each chapter of your text begins on a new page.

2. All text should be single-spaced

3. Use Times New Roman: 12 pts fonts for the main text, 16pts chapter headings, 9pts for the footnotes.

4. Images should be centered.

5. The front page – Publisher’s obligation

6. Please use Chicago Citation Style for citation in your text and bibliography (For examples please see: http://www.nwmissouri.edu/library/CITING/chicago.htm)

7. Your manuscript should have been proofreaded from both language and content aspects. Please send the name of one editor – specialist in the field you are writing. Please ask him to write short recommendation (10 sentences) for your book.

8. Please start your manuscript directly with the content. The manuscript must also to have introduction, main part (composed form your different subtitles) and final remarks. The format has to be .doc (not PDF or other)

9. Send your short CV (no more than 6 sentences)
10. The Publication fee is 200 euros in total. This fee includes: A unique ISBN number, online publication, 2 hard copies (delivery included).

11. The publishing house keeps the right to produce more copies and sell them. The author will receive 40% from each sell. If the buyer is the author there will be special prices.

Send your manuscript to: contact@eujournal.org (subject: book)
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